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My works reflect not just the complexities and dynamics of our specific Zeitgeist, but also fundamental questions of existential order. Among 
these, the relationship between life and death, reality and illusion, the permanent and the ephemeral, constitute some of the main subjects 
that give form to my artistic proposal. I understand them not as fixed categories, but rather as dynamic polarities in permanent tension. I explore 
the diffuse limit between these concepts, through visual representation strategies based on analog optical illusion techniques that allow us to 
question the integrity of these limits, also incorporating the viewer as an active part of the aesthetic experience. In this way, the works allow 
having multiple perspectives of the same phenomenon, not only in visual terms but also in what refers of their possible forms of interpretation.

ARTIST STATEMENT



LIGHT BOXES

The light boxes are analogue devices that simulate digital screens, creating an interpretive dislocation, a perceptual “glitch”. In terms of 
materiality, they are constructed as LED retro-illuminated boxes, with variable dimensions, which through the use of analog optical films 
manage to generate the perception of dynamic movement of the images that make them up. The voluntary movement of the observer is 
thus translated into the movement of the images. But this movement of the observer is determined by the perceptual need to “fix” and focus 
the contents of the images and texts, which slip away and tend to blur permanently due to the optic effect. It is a bidirectional relationship 
between dynamism and fixity, between the transitory and the permanent. The images have been intentionally chosen in order to reinforce 
the same dichotomy, but from a poetic-symbolic perspective. They speak of human memories, of remembrance, which is something that is 

also permanently shifting between permanence and oblivion.



Memory Type II. Light box with analog optical filter. 33 x 33 x 6 cm. 2019. Six sequential views.



Memory Type explores the tension between memory understood as “digitally encoded file” and memory as “lived experience”, through a formal 
approach based on the use of the aesthetics of computer screens from the early 1990s. Digital information strings overlap and merge with texts 
that refer to specific personal memories, in a set of fragments that create an undifferentiated whole. This overlapping seeks to be the testimony 
of the growing invasive nature of digital technologies in the field of human experience, but represented by analog techniques. All this creates 
a melancholic-nostalgic atmosphere, reinforced by the images chosen in the compositions: lonely characters, contemplating distant horizons 
or in meditative attitudes, are a way of codifying the state of existential solitude to which the “information society” paradoxically submits us.

Memory Type I. Light box with analog optical filter. 33 x 33 x 6 cm. 2019. Three sequential views.



Mutter und Sohn I. Light box with analog optical filter. 33 x 33 x 6 cm. 2019



Mutter und Sohn I, detail.



Mutter und Sohn I. Nine sequential views.



Panta Rhei. Light box with analog optical filter. 33 x 33 x 6 cm. 2019



Panta Rhei (black). Light box with analog optical filter. 33 x 33 x 6 cm. 2019. Six  sequential views.



ENGRAVING



Fatal Attraction II. Silkscreen on metal. 130 x 95 cm. 2016

The dialogue between vectorial diagrams and the image as a sub-layer of meaning is the subject of Fatal Attraction. It is a work that proposes a ‘‘surgical’’ approach to a certainly tragic event; 

stripping it of any emotive connotations and expressing it as the result of the interaction of objective variables like weight, gravity, height, time and velocity. The fortuitous elegance of the lying 

body is almost a volitional pose, an intentional gesture, which is underlined through the equation that describes with the elegant precision of the mathematical the parameters of its fatal fall.



Fatal Attraction I. Silkscreen on PVC. 180 x 120 cm. 2016



Vanishing Point I-V. Laser engraving on metal. 80 x 50 cm. each. 2016. Patricia Ready Gallery, Santiago, Chile.



Deathline I. Silkscreen, mirror. 90x60 cm. 2017.  Four sequential views.



Black Light XV. Series. Laser engraving on metal. Variable dimensions. 2016 



Black Light V - X. Series. Laser engraving on metal. Variable dimensions. 2016



Rerum Natura. Photo silkscreen over three glass layers. 66 x 48 x 4 cm. 2010.



The Indexed Series are visually related to the realm of Medicine, and the classifications of medical samples or chemical compounds arranged 
in rows of glass bottles, in shelves. The works are constructed by displaying a multiplicity of printed fragments inserted in glass bottles filled 
with water. These are arranged inside shelves and boxes, specifically designed for proper exhibition. These works are based on the study of 
the relationship between the concepts of fragment and totality. The original context of the selected images is “amputated” in order to leave 
the single parts as new “isolated wholes”, thus revealing unexpected visual and conceptual relationships between them through their serial 
disposition. Each of the resulting configurations constitute a congruent formal universe, which can be read both as a panoptic synthesis, as in 

the detail of each fragment (zoom out and zoom in).

INDEXED SERIES



Mondzeit means “Moon Time” in German. It is a work based on the study of the 28 phases of the Moon, forming a calendar that includes the 
original name of each phase in Latin, and the corresponding day date for each month through a system of interchangeable magnetic numbers.

MondZeit. 28 glass bottles intervened in metal cabinet, with LED illumination. 13 x 25 x 300 cm. 2014



MondZeit, detail.



Artisticity Index is made up of a series of 100 hand prints, taken from different reproductions of works painted by famous artists in the history 
of Western painting. The selection criteria of the works is aimed to cover a historical period with a certain consistency and amplitude, from the 
Middle Ages to the present day. Each fragment has been inserted into a glass bottle filled with water, building an orderly sequence of samples, 
in the manner of an indexed catalog. The series of bottles is arranged on a four-level metal shelf, and is accompanied by a printed index in which 
the relative position of each fragment is indicated with the name and year of birth and death of the respective artist. The work seeks to put in 
value each fragment as a representative unit of a particular style and time, thus constituting a sum of specific “points of view”, formally linked by a 
strategy of amputation and serial scopic display that leaves them in a relationship of equivalence, independent of their specific original context.

Artisticity Index. Metal cabinet, 100 glass bottles (4x 9,5 cm.), 100 printed hands taken from 100 historical painters. Painter’s Index. 15 x 82 x 250 cm. 2010



Artisticity Index, glass bottles detail.



Artisticity Index, Painter’s Index detail.



Homunculus. Intervened pharmaceutical bottles inserted in metal box, LED illumination. 30 x 11,5 x 10 cm. each. 2013

This work is inspired by the Homunculus, a name that was given in the ancient art of Alchemy to small mythical beings generated by 
pseudoscientific processes performed by alchemist. The will of “generating life” through such artificial procedure is analogous to the artistic 
operation carried out, since the dissection of the original work from which the fragment is taken is transmuted into a “rebirth”, a restitution 
of integrity in the new format, which infuses on it a renewed vital breath with light, reflections and transparency. This series of 20 bottles, is 
constituted by a set of human bodies taken from specific pictorial works in which the body presents a certain potential for individualization 
and autonomy with respect to its context. As in the case of the Artisticity Index, a dissection operation has been carried out in each work, 
isolating and decontextualizing the bodies, and giving them a scale of reduction that leaves them in a regime of equivalence by size. The 
bodies are inserted in pharmaceutical bottles, which replace the original pictorial context and transform it into a new “container body”, which 

has the virtue of singling out and constructing a sort of radiant aura for each fragment.



Homunculus; David Hockney, Francisco de Zurbarán,Thomas Gainsborough.



Index of X. Stainless steel cabinet (101 x 72 x 10 cm.), 36 intervened glass bottles (11 x 5 cm. each). Painter´s Index (36,5 x 50 cm.) 2012.



Index of X, detail. Rene Magritte, Kazimir Malévich , John Everett Millais.



Sebastian Apology. Metal cabinet (125 x 66 x 12,5 cm), 30 intervened glass bottles (6 x 6 x 17 cm. each). Painter´s Index. 2012.



Sebastian Apology, detail.



Fresnel works are based on a research made upon the optical properties that can be achieved by folding a two dimensional plane into a three-
dimensional structure, thus acquiring a double-faced feature (Leporello). These folded planes, when observed from different points of view, 
allow visualizing different images in relationships of continuous transformation. This device manages to create an interactive relationship 
between work and spectator, since the latter can compose and decompose the image at will through its own displacement in space, breaking 
the static frontality characteristic of the “pictorial format”, in a reversible process at will. In this way, contemplation becomes a spatiotemporal 
action, it becomes an event, altering the order of past-present-future relationships, and offering a new possibility to reorganize our linear 
perception of time and space. Consequently, the viewer’s point of view always implies a certain transformation of the contemplated image. 
From a more philosophical perspective, these works underline a constitutive fact of Modernity: the emergence of the Subject as articulator 
of the visual experience in interpretive terms. That is why the works emphasize their condition of being “open systems” allowing multiple 

readings, depending on both the physical point of view of the observer and his/her own interpretative subjectivity.

FRESNEL WORKS



Ibidem. Hand made fresnel and digital printing. 8 x 120 x 120 cm. 2010. Left, center, right views.

Ibidem, an expression that refers to a quotation source that has already been used in a text, is the name of this visual investigation. The 
concept refers to the recursive nature of the exposed visual content, which “refers to itself” in a sequential reading. This work seeks to unveil 
the structuring forces that give form to an organic entity, bringing its essential geometric configuration into visibility, in the manner of a vector 
diagram, creating a process of synthesis by geometric abstraction. It is the transition from the realm of nature, essentially transitory, dynamic 
and ephemeral, to the universal, timeless and objective reality of geometry, exposed as a pure relationship of abstract formative forces.



A shipwreck is a catastrophe, and this word derives from ancient greek, which means “to turn downwards”. This work is intended to pose the 
tension between integrity and destruction, stability and fragility, by using the archetypical image of the ship navigation and its potential collapse.

Stultifera Navis / Ship of Fools. Hand made fresnel and digital printing. 200 x 117 cm. 2009. Left, center, right views.



Der Verrückte. Hand made fresnel and digital printing. Variable dimensions. 2008. Left, center, right views.



Monftri Integri & Diffecti Effigies. Hand made fresnel and digital printing. 8 x 165 x 210 cm. 2010. Left, center, right views.



This series of 7 works is inspired in the duality between life and death, which is expressed in visual terms by means of depicting the rigidness 
that takes place in body´s post-mortem state.

Rigor Mortis I-VII. Hand made fresnel and digital printing. 5 x 30 x 46 cm. 2009. Animal Gallery, Santiago, Chile.



Rigor Mortis III. Left, right views.



Emesis. Hand made fresnel and digital printing. Variable dimensions. 2010. Left, right views.



Metamórphosis. Hand made fresnel and digital printing. Variable dimensions. 2009. Left, right views.



Until death, the bird sang. Hand made fresnel and digital printing. Variable dimensions. 2010. Left, right views.



The other Face of the Mirror. Hand made fresnel and digital printing with mirror. Variable dimensions. 2012. Left, right views.



ElElla. Hand made fresnel and digital printing. Variable dimensions. 2008. Left, center, right views.



CAPSULE WORKS



ANALGESIA- Papaver Somniferum, Morfina, Codeína, Heroína. 97.956 Farmaceutical Capsules. 190 x 230 cm. 2011



PIEDRA ANGULAR- Nigredo, Albedo, Rubedo. 7.314 Farmaceutical Capsules each. 37 x 57 cm. each. 2011



Life Styles. 29.870 Farmaceutical Capsules. 80 x 113 cm. 2011



CAPSULE I-V. 8.875 Farmaceutical Capsules each. 40 x 68 cm. each. 2011



ALGIA. Farmaceutical Capsules. 54 x 71 cm. 2011



OBJECTS AND OTHER FORMATS



Site-speci f ic  insta l lat ion.  In  memoriam Peter  Fechter  (14.01.1944 –  17.08.1962) ,  f i rst  v ict im of  the Ber l in  wal l , 
who died at  th is  spot  try ing to  f lee from East  into West  Ber l in .  He was shot  whi le  attempting to  c l imb the wal l ,  and 

his  body fe l l  r ight  in  the p lace where you now see a  white  rose. 

Stairway to Heaven. Wooden ladder, white rose, two images. Concept and execution: Paula Anguita, Juan Almarza. Kreuzberg, Berlin. 2020.



Stairway to Heaven 



Aconcagua. Intervened glass, metal frame. 30 x 30 x 10 cm. 2017



Bauhaus.mov. Three dimensional object. Painted metal. 60 x 60 x 3 cm. 2016. Left, center, right views.



Walker I. Drawing, collage. 26 x 36 cm. 1999



Walker II. Drawing, collage. 26 x 36 cm. 1999
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